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Abstract

A multichannel dataset comprising high-speed videoendoscopy images, and elec-
troglottography and free-field microphone signals, was used to investigate phonation
onsets in vowel production. Use of the multichannel data enabled simultaneous anal-
ysis of the two main aspects of phonation, glottal area, extracted from the high-speed
videoendoscopy images, and glottal flow, estimated from the microphone signal using
glottal inverse filtering. Pulse-wise parameterization of the glottal area and glottal
flow indicate that there is no single dominant way to initiate quasi-stable phona-
tion. The trajectories of fundamental frequency and normalized amplitude quotient,
extracted from glottal area and estimated flow, may differ markedly during onsets.
The location and steepness of the amplitude envelopes of the two signals were ob-
served to be closely related, and quantitative analysis supported the hypothesis that
glottal area and flow do not carry essentially different amplitude information during
vowel onsets. Linear models were used to predict the phonation onset times from
the characteristics of the subsequent steady phonation. The phonation onset time
of glottal area was found to have good predictability from a combination of the fun-
damental frequency and the normalized amplitude quotient of the glottal flow, as
well as the gender of the speaker. For the phonation onset time of glottal flow, the
best linear model was obtained using the fundamental frequency and the normalized
amplitude quotient of the glottal flow as predictors.

Keywords: phonation onset; vowel production; high-speed videoendoscopy; glottal
inverse filtering
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1 Introduction1

Voiced sounds are created by (quasi-)periodic vibration of the vocal folds, and they are2

a fundamental category of speech sounds in all spoken languages. Studying the produc-3

tion of these sounds is usually focused on steady vocal fold oscillations, and transient4

phenomena at onset and offset of vocal fold oscillations receive less attention, although5

understanding these phenomena has both clinical and technical relevance. This work6

makes use of a multichannel dataset of vowel production from healthy adults, comprising7

high-speed videoendoscopy (HSV) images, and electroglottography (EGG) and free-field8

microphone signals, to study the onset of vocal fold oscillation.9

The dynamics of voice initiation is often characterized by estimating the time between10

the release of a stop consonant and start of voicing from an audio signal, i.e., through the11

concept of voice onset time (VOT). This measure is, however, a characteristic of the stop–12

vowel combination, and it is not applicable when voicing is initiated without a preceding13

vocal tract constriction. In the absence of the constriction, the onset of phonation can14

be characterized using the time required by the vocal fold oscillations to reach steady15

phonation. Direct observation of this rate of change can only be done using visual means,16

such as HSV and videokymography (Švec and Schutte, 1996). These visual means, HSV17

in particular, are irreplaceable in both clinical and research work, and several studies have18

used HSV to study the onset of phonation (e.g., Mergell et al., 1998; Braunschweig et al.,19

2008; Patel et al., 2017a). However, the invasiveness of HSV and the expertise required20

of the experimenter impose restrictions for its use.21

HSV images require processing before they can be used to study phonation onsets.22

Vocal fold displacement trajectories can be computed by tracking one or more points on23

the vocal folds to obtain digital kymograms (Mergell et al., 1998; Braunschweig et al., 2008;24

Patel et al., 2017b). This approach can provide an accurate description of the movement25

of discrete points in the vocal folds, but it may miss, e.g., incomplete closure of the glottis.26

In contrast, glottal area waveforms (GAW) computed from HSV data (Petermann et al.,27

2016; Patel et al., 2017a,b) represent the whole two-dimensional projection of the orifice28

between the vocal folds but without any information about the location of the glottal29

gap in the anterior–posterior direction. A third option for investigating phonation onsets30

using HSV data utilizes several kymograms to estimate the vibrating length of the vocal31

folds (Ikuma et al., 2016).32

Vocal fold oscillation onsets have been estimated from HSV data (kymograms or33

GAWs) using peak detection or amplitude thresholding (e.g., Wittenberg et al., 1997),34

thresholding of the oscillating length of the vocal folds (Ikuma et al., 2016; Kunduk et al.,35

2017), and amplitude envelope fitting (e.g., Mergell et al., 1998; Braunschweig et al.,36

2008). For the latter purpose, Mergell et al. (1998) derived an envelope function from a37

bifurcation model of the vocal fold dynamics, which they then fitted to HSV data. This38

Mergell envelope, and its rate of growth, typically quantified with phonation onset time39

(POT), are often treated as the baseline against which other onset measures are compared.40

While envelope functions can be fitted directly to vocal fold displacement or GAW peaks41

(Mergell et al., 1998; Petermann et al., 2016), amplitude envelopes, computed via Hilbert42

transform, have been used as an intermediate step in Braunschweig et al. (2008) and Pa-43

tel et al. (2017b). These amplitude envelopes are called Hilbert envelopes (HEs). HEs44

are the magnitudes of analytic signals which have been obtained from the time-domain45

waveforms using Hilbert transform (see, e.g., Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989: Chap. 10,46
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pp. 662–694).47

Comparisons between different onset duration measures have been carried out in Pe-48

termann et al. (2016) and Patel et al. (2017b): Petermann et al. (2016) used GAWs49

extracted from HSV data, and they compared the performance of the Mergell envelope50

and polynomial envelopes with different degrees, as well as the impact of different pre-51

processing methods of the HSV data. In addition to POT and durations derived from52

polynomial envelopes, Patel et al. (2017b) also included a duration based on changes in53

the amplitude periodicity of the GAW.54

As an alternative to HSV-based measures, Orlikoff et al. (2009) proposed the use of55

vocal attack time (VAT), which is the time between an increase in the sound pressure in an56

acoustic signal and the corresponding onset in an electroglottography (EGG) signal (see57

also Watson et al., 2013, 2016). Although their results indicate a correspondence between58

VAT and manually extracted onset duration in HSV data, obtaining reliable EGG signal59

can be challenging. Patel et al. (2017a) compared three manually extracted time instants60

in HSV data (first detected oscillation of vocal folds, first medial vocal fold contact, and61

sustained phonation) to the first periodic deviation in the acoustic signal. Their results62

indicate a quantifiable relationship between onsets in HSV data and acoustic signals, but63

the manual extraction of the time instants is subject to human error and judgment as64

well as to noise.65

Even though multichannel data has been used to study the onset of phonation (Orlikoff66

et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2017a), the acoustical excitation of voiced speech generated by67

the vibrating vocal folds interacting with fluid dynamic and acoustic phenomena, the68

glottal flow (i.e., the volume velocity waveform), has not been used in these investigations.69

Indeed, despite the fact that glottal flow is an essential part of phonation, providing a70

link between vocal fold vibrations and produced speech signals, only its low-frequency71

components have been studied at phonation onsets (Hammer, 2013). Further, Hammer72

(2013) used a stop–vowel combination; hence, their results are not comparable to the73

vowel onsets typically used in HSV studies. The absence of studies utilizing glottal flow at74

phonation onsets can be explained by the infeasibility of measuring it directly in practice.75

However, glottal inverse filtering (GIF) provides a tool that can be used to estimate the76

glottal flow from audio signals. Although GIF has been widely used to study different77

aspects in steady phonation in speech (e.g., Holmberg et al., 1988; Childers and Ahn,78

1995) and singing (e.g., Sundberg et al., 2005), its use in studying phonation onset has79

not been previously reported. Therefore, the general goal of the present study is to80

further general understanding of onset phenomena in vowel production by simultaneously81

analyzing glottal area and flow estimate, the two interlinked but generally not identical82

components of phonation.83

The approach taken in this study focuses on two general aspects of phonation onsets:84

increase in amplitudes and changes in glottal pulse shapes. The following aims were set85

to facilitate the investigation of these aspects. First, by using simultaneous multichannel86

recordings of vowel productions, the purpose of this study is to compare changes in glottal87

pulse shapes during phonation onsets qualitatively between GAWs (estimated from HSV88

data) and glottal flows (estimated with GIF from simultaneously recorded audio signals).89

Second, the study aims to develop a quantitative relationship between the key onset feature90

parameters, related to amplitude changes, extracted from glottal area and glottal flow.91

These quantitative comparisons serve to show to what extent the two signals provide92

independent information about onsets.93
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Figure 1: Vocal fold movements are recorded using a rigid endoscope connected to the
HSV system. Simultaneous EGG and microphone signals are also acquired. A custom
synchronization signal is recorded with the video, EGG, and microphone signals.

2 Data collection and processing94

2.1 Data collection and exclusion95

The data used in this investigation is a part of a larger, recently collected multichannel96

(HSV, audio, EGG) dataset which was originally designed for analysis of steady phonation.97

After the acquisition of this larger dataset, it was noticed that the data also included onsets98

in which the different data modalities behaved in a notably consistent manner. The larger99

dataset, described in more detail in Murtola et al. (2018), was designed as follows: Five100

male and five female speakers were instructed to vocalize a vowel sound using normal (i.e.,101

modal) and breathy phonation at low, medium, and high pitch, in order to produce six102

perceptually different utterances (i.e., total of 60 utterances) at comfortable loudness. The103

production of the utterances was monitored, but speakers were free to choose comfortable104

pitch levels and degrees of breathiness. In order to obtain the clearest possible view of the105

glottis, the speakers were instructed to produce the Finnish vowel [i] with their tongues as106

far forward as possible. The HSV endoscope, however, hinders articulation which caused107

variance in the produced utterances so that they ranged between Finnish vowels [æ] and108

[œ]. Once phonation had been started, a pedal press by the experimenter triggered storing109

of the previous 4 s in the HSV system.110

The setup for the data collection is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The HSV recordings111

were made using the KayPentax Color High-Speed Video System (model 9710) with a112

rigid endoscope. Spatial resolution of the video images was 512 x 512 pixels and temporal113

resolution 2000 frames/s. A Glottal Enterprises electroglottograph (EG2-PCX2) and a114

DPA omnidirectional headset microphone (model 4065-BL) were used to capture EGG and115

audio signals, respectively. The microphone was measured to lie approximately 6.5 cm116

from the center of the speaker’s mouth as shown in Fig. 1. A MOTU UltraLite-mk3117

Hybrid audio interface was used to record the microphone and EGG signals at sampling118

rate 44.1 kHz. The audio interface was connected to a MacBook Pro (OS X, v. 10.9.5), and119

AudioDesk 4 was used as the measurement software. A custom signal containing binary120

frequency-shift keyed code at the beginning of each second was used to synchronize the121

recordings. This signal was played during each measurement and recorded with both the122

HSV video and the audio–EGG signal pair.123

High-pass filtering (cut-off frequency 60 Hz, linear phase finite impulse response (FIR)124

filter) was carried out on the audio and EGG signals. The data was synchronized by125

aligning the synchronization signals in the HSV data and the audio–EGG signal pair. The126
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Table 1: Data after selection. Sample ID is used to identify the samples used in this
work. Speaker ID differentiates between the speakers, and these labels are the same as in
the dataset of steady phonation.

Sample ID Gender Speaker ID Pitch task f̄o (Hz) Phonation task
m01 male M01 low 110 breathy
m02 male M01 medium 106 breathy
m03 male M01 medium 122 normal
m04 male M02 high 205 breathy
m05 male M02 medium 101 breathy
m06 male M02 low 95 normal
m07 male M03 medium 141 breathy
m08 male M05 medium 111 breathy
f01 female F03 medium 229 normal
f02 female F04 low 187 normal
f03 female F04 medium 286 normal

latter were shifted to account for propagation delays (approximately 1.6 ms for males and127

1.5 ms for females) and internal delays within and between the measurements systems.128

The maximum remaining error in the synchronization is ±0.5 ms (one frame in either129

direction) between the EGG signal and the video, and ±0.08 ms between the EGG and130

audio signals.131

The data included a total of 13 onsets, and a frame of 200 ms surrounding each was132

analyzed. After exclusion of the data, where the vocal folds are not fully visible or the133

microphone signal was contaminated by external disturbances, 11 samples containing the134

onset of vocal fold oscillations remain (Table 1). For this work, each sample is considered135

to contain three conceptually different segments, which may or may not have transition136

regions between them: (i) pre-phonation segment has no clear periodic activity, (ii) phona-137

tion initiation segment is where periodic activity emerges and its amplitude increases138

rapidly, and (iii) stabilization segment contains slowly changing or stationary amplitudes139

and waveform shapes. The main focus of this investigation is on the phonation initiation140

segment, and a precise procedure to define this segment is detailed in Section 3.3. The141

pre-phonation and stabilization segments are named for ease of describing phenomena142

which are observed before or after the segment of interest, and hence their precise def-143

initions are not needed. It is worth noting that phonation in the stabilization segment144

would generally be considered steady and, thus, suitable for conventional approaches to145

investigating vowel production.146

2.2 Glottal area extraction147

The GAW, A(t), was extracted frame by frame from the red channel of the color video148

using the adapted seeded region growing method developed by Lohscheller et al. (2007).149

The extracted GAWs were manually inspected and, where necessary, corrected to coun-150

teract the inaccuracies introduced by light reflected from the closed glottis which caused151

periodical changes in illumination.152

HSV and microphone recordings were carried out using different sampling frequencies153

(2 kHz and 44.1 kHz, respectively) so that resampling to a common timebase was required154
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to carry out meaningful comparisons. GIF requires that the data be sampled at 8 kHz155

or higher (Alku and Vilkman, 1995); hence, the common sampling rate was selected156

to be 10 kHz. The GAWs were upsampled using MATLAB’s function resample with157

default settings, i.e., an antialiasing low-pass FIR filter and delay compensation. This158

upsampling perserves the original frequency contents of the signal and introduces no159

temporal distortions (see, e.g., Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989: pp. 101–112). However,160

some fluctuations may be seen in the signal during the closed phase of the glottal cycle,161

and these were removed by forcing the resampled GAWs to be zero when the 2 kHz162

signals were zero, as well as anywhere where the resampled area signal was negative. The163

interpolated points in the GAWs have a larger margin of error than the measured points.164

During phonation onsets, when the glottis typically remains partially open and there are165

no abrupt changes in the pulse shapes (i.e., closures), the quality of the resampled signal166

is good throughout.167

2.3 Glottal flow estimation using inverse filtering168

The microphone and EGG signals were downsampled from their original sampling rate169

of 44.1 kHz to the selected common sample rate of 10 kHz using MATLAB’s function170

resample with default settings. Inverse filtering of the microphone signal was carried171

out using Aalto Aparat (Alku et al., 2017), which is a semi-automatic GIF tool. Aalto172

Aparat allows the key GIF parameters to be adjusted by the user in order to produce both173

the estimated glottal flow U(t) and its first time derivative as time domain waveforms.174

Two GIF methods are available in Aalto Aparat: iterative adaptive inverse filtering (Alku,175

1992) and quasi-closed phase (QCP) analysis (Airaksinen et al., 2014). The latter was used176

in the current study because, when compared with four other common GIF algorithms, it177

was observed to be the most accurate in Airaksinen et al. (2014). The EGG signals were178

used to support GIF by visually checking that glottal openings and closures were aligned179

in U(t) and the EGG signal. EGG was used for this purpose instead of HSV due to its180

smaller maximum synchronization error with the audio signal.181

In order to obtain the glottal flow estimate, a frame containing the stabilization seg-182

ment of each sample (as defined in Section 2.1) was selected manually in Aalto Aparat,183

and this frame was used to find the GIF parameters. These parameters were then used184

to obtain the glottal flow estimate for the entire sample. Although the pre-phonation185

segment affects estimation of the vocal tract filter model in this approach, the effect is186

negligible. This is due to the low amplitude level in the pre-phonation segment which187

causes the autocorrelation-based computation of the vocal tract model in QCP to focus188

automatically on the large-energy stabilization segment. Since the duration of the phona-189

tion initiation segment is short compared to exhalation time and time required for notable190

articulation, the vocal tract related GIF parameters extracted from the stabilization seg-191

ment describe the phonation initiation segment as well.192

3 Analysis methods: pulse-wise changes and ampli-193

tude envelopes194

A common framework for the glottal area and glottal flow estimates at onsets of vowel195

production is formed by parameterizing both signals in terms of short-term pulse-wise196

6
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Figure 2: The main steps in extracting pulse-wise and amplitude envelope information
from the glottal area A(t) and glottal flow U(t).

changes, i.e., changes from one glottal cycle to the next, and long-term amplitude en-197

velopes. The main steps in the method are shown in Fig. 2. Since both the glottal area198

A(t) and the glottal flow U(t) are smooth and quasi-periodic time-domain waveforms, they199

will be treated equally as input x(t) in the parameterization procedures below. Where200

necessary, subscripts are added to indicate whether a feature was extracted specifically201

from A(t) or U(t).202

3.1 Pulse-wise parameters203

Pulse-wise treatment of x(t) was conducted using a procedure described below, which is204

similar to the algorithms in Aalto Aparat (for details, see Airas, 2008) but with some205

minor modifications to account for the transient nature of phonation onsets. Two pulse-206

wise parameters were computed for each identifiable pulse in the glottal area and flow207

signals. The first parameter, fk
o , is a measure for the fundamental frequency of the kth208

pulse in x(t) (k = 1, ..., N , where N is the total number of pulses in a sample), and the209

second parameter, NAQk, is the normalized amplitude quotient (Alku et al., 2002) which210

quantifies the shape of the kth pulse.211

Parameter fk
o was computed from the time instants given by Aalto Aparat as212

fk
o =

2

(tkc − tk−1c + tk+1
o − tko)

, k = 2, ..., N − 1, (1)

where tkc and tko are the closing and opening instants in x(t), respectively. When k = 1,213

only the opening instants were used, and when k = N , only the closing instants were214

used. Using the average of the fundamental period given by opening and closing instants215

makes fk
o more robust against noise.216

NAQ was selected as the pulse shape parameter for two reasons: First, it is a robust217

scalar quotient that has been shown in previous studies to be effective in parameterizing218

7
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time-domain changes in the glottal flow when, for example, phonation type (Alku et al.,219

2002), singing style (Björkner et al., 2006), or vocal emotion (Airas and Alku, 2006)220

changes. Second, NAQ makes use of peak amplitude and the minimum of the derivative221

which can be identified in both glottal area and flow estimate using identical criteria.222

Although NAQ is conventionally used as a parameter for the shape of the glottal flow223

pulse, for this work, it is used to parameterize glottal area pulses as well. NAQk is224

computed as225

NAQk =
maxxk(t)−minxk(t)

|min ẋk(t)| f̄o, (2)

where xk(t) is the waveform of the kth pulse. Normalization of NAQk is done using average226

fundamental frequency f̄o = f̄o,U which is computed by Aalto Aparat for the stabilization227

segment of U(t) using the Yin method (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002). In sufficiently228

long phonation, f̄o,U ≈ f̄o,A, and this was checked to be true for the stabilization segments.229

The values of f̄o are listed for each sample in Table 1.230

3.2 Bandpass filtering and Hilbert transform231

Vowel production is characterized by quasi-periodic A(t) and U(t), with a strong fo com-232

ponent. In order to access amplitude information, which is mainly carried at a frequency233

component near fo, A(t) and U(t) were bandpass filtered (linear phase FIR of order 200,234

cut-off frequencies 0.8f̄o and 1.2f̄o, zero-phase filtering using MATLAB’s filtfilt). The235

HSV and GIF methods used do not provide absolute amplitude values for the output sig-236

nals; therefore both A(t) and U(t) were normalized to the range [0, 1] after the bandpass237

filtering. It is worth noting, however, that all quantitative measures used in this work are238

scale invariant; hence, the scaling of the signals is only necessary for visual inspection of239

the data. The bandpass filtered and normalized versions of A(t) and U(t) are denoted240

Af (t) and Uf (t), respectively.241

The Hilbert transforms of Af (t) and Uf (t) were obtained using the function hilbert242

in MATLAB with default settings. Amplitude envelopes were computed as the absolute243

value of the transform. The resulting HEs are denoted h(t).244

3.3 Envelope fitting and amplitude parameters245

The mathematical function introduced by Mergell et al. (1998) was fitted to the HEs of246

Af (t) and Uf (t) to obtain smooth parametric descriptions of the envelopes247

r(t) = ±r0
(
[1− ζ] e−2at + ζ

)−1/2
, (3)

where ζ = r20/r
2
∞, r0 = r(0), and r∞ = limt→∞ r(t). POT is defined using the parameter a:248

POT= 1/a, and it corresponds to amplitude growth of r(t) from 32.2% to 67.8% (Mergell249

et al., 1998).250

Within each sample, the Mergell envelope r(t) best describes the phonation initiation251

segment mentioned in Section 2.1. Therefore, r(t) is only fitted to the part of the HEs252

corresponding to this segment which is identified through the derivative of the HE ḣ(t).253

The inflection point ti = arg max ḣ(t) (see Figure 3) was first used to locate the onset254

in the signal. The phonation initiation segment was then defined to be the segment255

[t0, te] surrounding this point, where ḣ(t) ≥ 0.3 max ḣ(t). This method was successful in256

8
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Figure 3: Extraction of amplitude parameters from HEs. Inflection point ti is the instant
of maximum time derivative of h(t). POT is estimated by identifying the phonation
initiation segment from h(t) and fitting the Mergell envelope r(t) to it.

identifying the segment with increasing amplitude envelope associated with the onset of257

phonation in all samples. However, in sample m05, automatic extraction of ti may have258

placed it in a wrong location within the segment, as discussed later.259

Optimization was carried out to minimize260

f(t) = (h(t)− r(t− t0))2 , t ∈ [t0, te] (4)

using unconstrained optimization in MATLAB (function fminunc with default settings).261

All three parameters r0, r∞, and a in Eq. (3) were allowed to vary in the optimization.262

4 Results263

Comparison of glottal flow and area at phonation onsets is presented below in two parts to264

match the two goals set at the end of Section 1 for this study. First, qualitative features265

are shown with a particular focus on pulse-wise characteristics. Second, quantitative266

comparisons of parameters related to the amplitude growth at onsets are proffered.267

4.1 Onsets in glottal area and glottal flow268

A selection of the glottal flows and GAWs are shown in Figs. 4—5. Before oscillations269

begin, some of the GAWs (topmost panels in Figs. 4 (a), (b), (d), and 5 (a)) display270

clear vocal fold abduction or adduction. These prephonatory gestures correspond mostly271

to silence in our data, with only sample m05 containing audible whispery sound before272

oscillations; hence, the glottal flow estimate is an abitrary constant during these gestures,273

i.e., GIF yields no information about the flow. However, once oscillations begin, the two274

waveforms become remarkably similar, especially at the beginning of the oscillations.275

Figs. 4—5 also show pulse-wise parameters: normalized amplitude quotient NAQk
276

and fundamental frequency fk
o . Although NAQ values in steady phonation are indicative277
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(c) m05: medium pitch (101 Hz), breathy
phonation
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Figure 4: Phonation onsets in four representative samples by male speakers (a–d). For
each sample, the top panel shows glottal flow U (solid black) and glottal area A (dashed
gray); the middle panel shows NAQk extracted from U (black asterisk) and A (gray
circles); the bottom panel shows fk

o extracted from U (black asterisk) and A (gray circles),
as well as the stabilized fundamental frequency f̄o (horizontal line). For corresponding
pitch and phonation mode tasks, see Table 1.
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(a) f01: medium pitch (229 Hz), normal
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(b) f02: low pitch (187 Hz), normal phona-
tion

Figure 5: Phonation onsets in two representative samples by female speakers (a–b). For
each sample, the top panel shows glottal flow U (solid black) and glottal area A (dashed
gray); the middle panel shows NAQk extracted from U (black asterisk) and A (gray
circles); the bottom panel shows fk

o extracted from U (black asterisk) and A (gray circles),
as well as the stabilized fundamental frequency f̄o (horizontal line). For corresponding
pitch and phonation mode tasks, see Table 1.

of the mode of phonation, the rapidly changing amplitude of A(t) and U(t) within a278

single glottal cycle can dominate NAQ values at the beginning of phonation initiation279

(e.g., Fig. 4 (a), (c), and (d)). In most of the samples, there is a local maximum in the280

NAQ values during the phonation initiation indicating a soft closing phase. This occurs281

when the amplitude has increased, but the speed of closure is still relatively low. The282

decrease in NAQ observed after this maximum is due to faster closure.283

There is also a clear tendency for NAQA to be higher than NAQU , i.e., glottal flow284

pulses are more skewed to the right than the area pulses. Similar skewing of the glottal285

flow has also been observed in, e.g., Childers et al. (1985) and Hertegård and Gauffin286

(1995). In many, though not all, samples, this difference is more evident during the287

stabilization segment than during the phonation initiation segment. Fig. 6 illustrates this288

unequal skewing process through a Lissajous plot of sample m03: As oscillations begin,289

glottal flow and area are fairly close to the line A(t) = U(t) but as phonation moves290

towards stabilization, the trajectory diverges increasingly from this line.291

The pulse-wise fo trajectories do not show a systematic pattern of reaching a stable292

level. There is, however, some indication that pulse-to-pulse changes in fo, as well as the293

difference between the fk
o values extracted from A(t) and from U(t), tend to be larger294

during initiation than late stabilization.295

It is worth noting that some of the fluctuations seen in the pulse-wise parameter296

values, in particular fk
o , in Figs. 4–5 may be caused by noise and estimation errors in297

the signals. The upsampled GAWs have their highest uncertainty at the points of glottal298

closure, which are used in computing fk
o values. If the closing instants could be located299

only with the accuracy of one frame of HSV video (i.e., upsampling yielded no additional300

information), the error bounds for the fk
o estimation would be approximately ±0.05f̄o301
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Figure 6: Lissajous plot of glottal flow versus glottal area for first several pulses of sample
m03 (medium pitch (122 Hz), normal phonation). Arrow indicates direction of increasing
time, and U = A is shown as a diagonal line.

when f̄o = 100 Hz and ±0.11f̄o when f̄o = 200 Hz. Similarly, the glottal flow estimates302

may have a formant ripple in closed phase, a known artifact of GIF (Alku, 2011) caused303

by imperfect cancellation of the vocal tract, which makes accurate estimation of opening304

and closing instants challenging. This effect tends to be more pronounced at high pitches305

as well, explaining the discrepancies between fk
o,A and fk

o,U in Fig. 5.306

The NAQ values are less sentitive to the effects of the relatively low original HSV307

frame rate than fk
o , as the vocal fold physiology favors low-frequency components in the308

oscillations. This is particularly true during early onset, as well as in breathy phonation,309

where the vocal folds do not close completely. When glottal closure occurs, the high310

uncertainty in the GAW at that instant may translate to uncertainty in the minimum311

derivative required for NAQ computation, particularly when fo is high. However, abrupt312

changes in the NAQ values, caused by these errors when full glottal closure starts to occur313

during the onset, are not visible in the data.314

Pulse-wise parameters are, by their definitions, best suited to characterizing stable315

waveforms. As Figures 4–5 show, they can be used to parameterize phonation onsets, but316

interpretations of their values need to take into consideration the rapid amplitude growth317

occurring at the phonation onset.318

4.2 Amplitude envelopes and POT319

The HEs of A(t) and U(t) are shown in Fig. 7 for representative samples. The figure also320

shows the inflection instants ti,A and ti,U of hA(t) and hU(t), respectively. In addition, the321

HE of the audio signal hM (i.e., without first estimating U(t)) and its inflection instant322

ti,M are also shown. The audio signal carries information about the vocal tract resonances,323

which is absent from the glottal signals, and therefore hM scales differently than hA and324

hU . Since all three signals are bandpass filtered before computation of the HEs, the325

potential impact of the originally different sampling rates on amplitudes is removed. It is326

worth noting, however, that all measures used to characterize the onset in this work are327

scale invariant; hence, mismatches between the scales of the envelopes do not affect the328

numerical results.329
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(a) m01: low pitch (110 Hz), breathy
phonation
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(b) m02: medium pitch (106 Hz), breathy
phonation
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(c) m04: high pitch (205 Hz), breathy
phonation
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(d) m05: medium pitch (101 Hz), breathy
phonation
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Figure 7: Hilbert envelopes for four samples from male speakers (a–d) and one sample
from a female speaker (e). For each sample, the envelopes extracted from U (solid black),
A (dashed gray), and audio signal (corresponding to subscriptM , dotted black) are shown.
Vertical lines indicate the inflection point of each envelope.
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Table 2: Parameters of amplitude envelopes: differences between the inflection instant of
the HEs and POT values of the fitted Mergell envelopes.

Sample ID ti,U − ti,A (ms) ti,M − ti,A (ms) POTA (ms) POTU (ms) POTM (ms)
m01 0.4 2.2 6.70 6.25 6.50
m02 0.4 2.2 6.60 6.73 6.50
m03 0.4 -0.8 4.80 5.03 5.30
m04 -0.4 1.4 4.58 4.75 5.23
m05 10.9 12.5 42.17 37.88 12.90
m06 8.8 5.3 7.58 7.03 7.10
m07 0.6 2.9 4.98 5.30 5.35
m08 1.0 1.1 6.48 6.88 7.53
f01 0.2 -1.7 4.78 3.98 3.95
f02 2.3 1.8 5.73 6.08 5.73
f03 0.8 1.6 5.80 6.18 5.38

Mean 2.31 2.59 9.11 8.73 6.50
SD 3.82 3.76 11.01 9.71 2.35

Mean excl. m05 1.45 1.60 5.80 5.82 5.86
SD excl. m05 2.67 1.92 1.02 1.01 1.05

The ti values could be found automatically with no a priori information. However,330

m05 had several ḣ(t) maxima of nearly equal magnitude; hence, the desired inflection331

point in m05 was not as clearly identifiable as in the other samples. The values of ti,U332

and ti,M relative to ti,A are listed in Table 2 together with the key statistics of each time333

difference. All information of interest is contained in these two time differences as the334

absolute location of the onsets within each sample is arbitrary.335

In ten out of the eleven samples, ti,A < ti,U , whereas ti,A < ti,M in nine of the samples.336

However, in five samples |ti,A−ti,U | ≤ 0.5 ms, which is the maximum synchronization error337

between the signals, i.e., the difference may be caused by uncertainties in the synchro-338

nization. The lower temporal resolution of the HSV data is unlikely to be a major cause339

of error in the ti,A values, as both bandpass filtering and computation of HEs mitigate340

upsampling errors. In order to summarize the results on the two time differences quanti-341

tatively, one-sided paired sign tests were carried out with α = 0.05. This nonparametric342

statistical test was chosen due to the small sample size (N = 11) and potential asymmetry343

of the differences. The tests indicate that both time differences, ti,U − ti,A and ti,M − ti,A,344

are statistically significantly larger than zero (p = 0.006 and p = 0.033, respectively).345

Since the inflection points in m05 may have been misidentified, the tests were repeated346

with this sample excluded (N = 10). The value of ti,U remained significantly larger than347

ti,A (p = 0.011) but the difference between ti,M and ti,A became nonsignificant (p = 0.055).348

Overall, the results indicate that onsets in the glottal flow and the acoustic voice signal349

(as indicated by the time of maximum amplitude growth) tend to occur later or slower350

than vocal fold oscillation initiation, even after accounting for propagation delays. This351

difference is, however, typically only a couple of milliseconds.352

The Mergell envelopes r(t) from (3) fitted to the initiation segment of the HEs can353

be seen in Fig. 8. These figures also show the POT values computed from the Mergell354

envelopes. Since r(t) is optimized to the initiation segment only, the fitting excludes the355
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Figure 8: Phonation initiation segments for four representative samples from male speak-
ers (a–d). For each sample, Hilbert envelopes of U (solid black), A (solid light gray), and
audio signal (corresponding to subscript M , solid dark gray) are shown, as well as the
Mergell envelopes fitted to each Hilbert envelope (dashed lines). Horizontal bars indicate
the phonation onset times extracted from the Mergell envelopes.
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Figure 9: Linear model for POTA versus (a) POTU and (b) POTM . Solid line is the
fitted model and dashed lines indicate 95% confidence bounds.

typically noisy transitions region from pre-phonation to initiation as well as the stabi-356

lization segment where the dynamics of saturation do not necessarily follow the form of357

r(t). Despite this, the shape of r(t) appears non-ideal for describing the HEs, particularly358

at the beginning and the end of the fitted segment. It is worth noting that while the359

Mergell envelope is able to match the uncommon shapes of hA(t) and hU(t) of m05, the360

optimization has failed in the case of hM(t) of the same sample.361

The discrepancy between Mergell function and HE appears to be highly systematic;362

hence, comparison of the POT values computed from Mergell envelopes of A(t) (POTA),363

U(t) (POTU), and the audio signal (POTM) is meaningful. These three POT values are364

listed in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 9. Pearson correlation coefficients are high between365

POTA and both POTU and POTM (r = 0.999 and r = 0.933, respectively); therefore,366

linear models were fitted between the POT values using linear regression. This yielded367

POTA = 0.909 · POTU + 0.515 ms (5)

and368

POTA = 0.813 · POTM + 1.04 ms, (6)

which predict POTA from POTU and POTM with R2 of 0.818 and 0.712, respectively,369

and maximum (absolute) residuals of 0.678 ms and 0.762 ms (Fig. 9). The data for370

m05 has been excluded from these models, as its POTA and POTU values are an order371

of magnitude larger than for the rest of the samples, and hence dominate least-squares372

models.373

Even excluding m05, POTA values range from 4.6 ms to 7.6 ms and POTU from 4.0374

ms to 7.0 ms. In order to investigate quantitative relationships between these POT values375

and target phonation, linear regression models were fitted between the POT values and376

parameters extracted from the stabilization segment. The resulting linear models with377

different predictor combinations have been compared in Table 3. NAQA and NAQU are378

seven-pulse averages taken from the end of the stabilization segment, and T̄o = 1/f̄o.379

The table shows only those predictor combinations that result in a model which has a380
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significantly lower sum of squared errors than an intercept-only model (overall F-test for381

regression with α = 0.05) for at least one of the POT values.382

The fundamental period T̄o is the single most powerful predictor of both POT values383

(Table 3) indicating that the majority of the amplitude growth for the used phonation384

task tends to happen in a constant number of glottal cycles. POTA can be predicted with385

greater accuracy if NAQU and the gender of the speaker are also included in the linear386

model. In contrast, the addition of NAQA results in only a small increase in the linear387

fit. Stepwise linear regression, using bidirectional elimination and changes in the sum388

of squared errors (significance of the change was tested with F-test) as the elimination389

criterion, identifies the second predictor combination in Table 3 as optimal for both POTA390

values and the fourth predictor combination for POTU values. The corresponding model391

equations for POTA are392

POTA = 7.02 ms · NAQU + 0.535 · T̄o + 0.047 ms (7a)
POTA = 7.02 ms · NAQU + 0.535 · T̄o + 1.33 ms (7b)

for males and females, respectively. Similarly for POTU ,393

POTU = 6.91 ms · NAQU + 0.311 · T̄o + 2.07 ms (8a)

for both males and females. All of these models indicate that phonation onset occurs394

more slowly if the target phonation is breathier or has lower fundamental frequency.395

5 Discussion396

A comparative study of phonation onsets in glottal area and glottal flow has been carried397

out using both pulse-wise parameters and amplitude envelopes. GIF was used to estimate398

the glottal flow from the acoustic voice pressure signal. Despite the transient nature of399

phonation onsets, the produced glottal flow estimates appear reasonable when compared400

with the corresponding glottal area waveforms.401

A wide variety of phonation onset paths was observed in the area and flow waveforms402

as well as in the pulse-wise parameters and amplitude envelopes. The measurement setup403

favored soft and breathy onsets over hard onsets for both normal and breathy target404

phonation types. In some samples, pulse shapes become largely constant, i.e., target405

Table 3: Comparison of linear models for POTA and POTU with different predictors.
All predictor combinations that produce a significant model for at least one of the POT
values are shown.

Predictors Model fit, POTA Model fit, POTU

NAQU T̄o gender NAQA R2 F -statistic p R2 F -statistic p
x x x x 0.885 9.60 0.015 0.659 2.42 0.18
x x x 0.883 15.1 0.0033 0.655 3.80 0.077

x x x 0.777 6.97 0.022 0.578 2.74 0.14
x x 0.734 9.64 0.0098 0.589 5.01 0.045

x x 0.629 5.93 0.031 0.514 3.70 0.080
x 0.482 7.45 0.026 0.387 5.04 0.055
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phonation was reached after only a couple of glottal cycles, and at the other extreme,406

m05 contains an extremely slow onset especially in amplitude growth. While m05 is407

treated as a possible outlier in this investigation, the same speaker produced two other408

samples (m04 and m06) which were in line with the rest of the data. Sample m05 hence409

simply appears to present a possible but uncommon onset control strategy.410

These comparisons reveal that key features of phonation onsets appear to have a close411

relationship in glottal area and glottal flow. The inflection instant of the amplitude enve-412

lope, which is used to compare the timing of the onsets, occurs in glottal flow, on average,413

2.3 ms after the corresponding instant in GAW. In the acoustic signal, the inflection in-414

stant occurs, on average, 2.6 ms after the corresponding instant in GAW. Paired sign tests415

indicate that both of these delays are statistically significant although excluding the po-416

tential outlier m05 from the test results in the delay between the inflection instants in the417

acoustic signal and GAW becoming nonsignificant. Since the acoustic delay of the voice418

signal has been compensated for, the main factors contributing to the observed delays, or419

lack thereof, are likely related to physiology, such as changing subglottal pressure, fluid420

dynamics phenomena, such as the skewing of the flow pulses, and non-linearities in the421

initiation of flow-induced vibrations. Unfortunately, phonation onsets were observed only422

in 11 samples of the 60 utterances that were recorded for the multi-channel database as423

described in Section 2.1. The small sample size hinders conducting powerful statistical424

tests, such as ANOVAs, to understand the detailed relationship between the inflection425

points and to explore effects of the underlying factors.426

Inflection point data is not available in literature, but for comparison, Patel et al.427

(2017a) observed that first oscillations in the acoustic signal occur approximately 17 ms428

after the first vocal fold oscillations and approximately 6 ms before first contact of the429

vocal folds in men and 11 ms before the contact in women. The difference between the re-430

sults using inflection points and those of Patel et al. (2017a) may be partially attributable431

to the fact that the inflection points occur later in the onset than first oscillations in both432

GAWs and acoustic signals, and the inflection points in the GAWs typically occur slightly433

before first vocal fold contact. Hence, any difference in the rate at which the amplitude434

envelopes grow would cause changes to the relative timings. The amplitude envelope-435

based measures are also more robust against noise than picking time instants manually436

from HSV data and acoustic signals; hence, they are less sensitive to the properties of437

the measurement setup and equipment (the sensitivity of the microphone, illumination of438

the glottis, etc.). The robustness of computing the inflection points suggests that they439

might be usable in onset detection. Further study is required, however, to compare this440

to other methods of detecting onsets, such as manual instant identification from HSV441

data (Patel et al., 2017a), thresholding of the vibrating length of the vocal folds (Ikuma442

et al., 2016), or automatic processing of electrolaryngography and acoustic signal pairs443

(D’Amario et al., 2018).444

The POTA values obtained (M = 5.8 ms, range 4.6–11.0 ms excluding m05) are445

consistent with those reported by Patel et al. (2017b) (M = 7 ms, range 2–11 ms for men,446

and M = 6 ms, range 2–12 ms for women), even though the fitting procedure used in this447

work uses only the phonation initiation segment instead of the full sample. The mean448

POT values reported by Petermann et al. (2016) for the envelope fitting procedure most449

closely matching this study (117 ms for men and 66 ms for women) are notably higher,450

however. The onsets used by Petermann et al. (2016) appear to have long segments of451

amplitude growth (their Figs. 4–8), so the difference in POT values is more likely caused452
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by differences in the speech material given to speakers ([‘mama] in Petermann et al.453

(2016), three repetitions of [hi] in Patel et al. (2017b), and prolonged [i] in the present454

study) rather than by differences in envelope fitting procedures.455

There are no POT values for glottal flow or acoustic signal available in literature for456

comparison. However, the high correlation between POTA and POTU , as well as between457

POTA and POTM , are plausible, as interactions between vocal folds, glottal flow, and458

the vocal tract mean that changes in vocal fold oscillation amplitudes likely propagate to459

other parts of the speech production system as well.460

POT is based on the envelope function introduced by Mergell et al. (1998). The mis-461

match between the envelope function and the HEs of glottal area and flow was observed to462

be largest at the end of the phonation initiation segment. The Mergell envelope assumes463

that amplitude growth at phonation onset follows a simple saturation pattern. This is464

not, however, always the case with natural speech. Instead, the fast amplitude growth465

of the phonation initiation segment is often followed by a segment with a slower rate of466

growth or a local maximum and decreasing amplitudes. Similar observations were made467

by Petermann et al. (2016) and Patel et al. (2017b), who fitted the Mergell envelope to468

segments which also contained what is, in this investigation, considered the stabilization469

segment, and hence observed even larger discrepancies between the Mergell envelope and470

the data. Despite this, the Mergell envelope remains a useful tool. Since only the phona-471

tion initiation segment was used in the fitting procedure, the envelope function covered472

the segment where it best describes the data. HEs of the glottal area and flow are very473

similar; hence, the Mergell envelopes deviate from them in a systematic manner, result-474

ing in comparable parameters for the HEs, even if the function itself is not a perfect475

representation of the HE.476

It was observed that the POT values depended on a combination of pulse-wise param-477

eters of stabilized phonation and gender. The effect of increased breathiness in (7)–(8) is478

to increase POT, i.e., slow down the onset. This is opposite to the observation made by479

Kunduk et al. (2017), whose sole female speaker produced onsets with shorter transient480

durations at breathy phonation compared to normal. However, the transient duration481

used by Kunduk et al. (2017) can include transition regions before and after the phona-482

tion initiation segment used to compute POT values in this work; hence, depending on483

these transition regions, the relative durations of onsets may change. It is generally not484

surprising that the target pitch and phonation type which the speaker aims at in the485

stabilization segment affects how phonation is initiated. Different laryngeal posturing486

prior to phonation has been observed to result in different types of phonation (Shiba and487

Chhetri, 2016), and different pitches have been noted to be associated with, e.g., different488

subglottal pressures (Titze, 1989) and vocal fold lengths (Sonninen et al., 1992; Riede489

and Brown, 2013: Fig. 4). It would be expected that the control strategy used to initi-490

ate phonation would encompass the entire phonation onset from prephonatory gestures491

to stable phonation, and that this controls strategy would reflect the physiological state492

needed to produce the target phonation.493

Previous studies have found that female speakers produce, on average, smaller POT494

values than males (Patel et al., 2017b; Petermann et al., 2016). Equations (7)–(8) suggest495

that this is mainly due to the higher pitch of female voices, whereas at equal pitches POT496

values for females would be slightly higher than for males. However, the effect of gender497

alone (independent of pitch) observed in this study has limited generalizability as the498

small number of female speakers makes it impossible to separate a gender effect from the499
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effect of a particular strategy used by the female speaker F04 who produced samples f02500

and f03.501

A more accurate estimation of coefficients in quantitative relationships between the502

different data modalities, such as (5)–(8), would require a larger number of samples. The503

measurement setup and procedures were not specifically designed to capture phonation504

onsets. However, the number of usable onset samples is comparable to the number of505

usable samples in Murtola et al. (2018), which makes use of the dataset for which the506

measurement setup was designed. A larger dataset would be desirable but its acquisition507

is time-consuming (2–3 hours per speaker) and cannot be done by increasing the number508

of repetitions per speaker due to the invasiveness of HSV. Results from smaller datasets,509

such as the those presented above, are hence vital in guiding the design of experimental510

setups for larger data acquisition efforts.511

The two main aims of this study were to compare changes in glottal pulse shapes512

in glottal area and flow signals qualitatively, and to develop quantitative relationships513

between key parameters of amplitude envelopes of these signals. The small sample size514

meant that a universal description of pulse shape changes was not obtained. Yet, the large515

variety of parameter trajectories indicates that glottal area and flow cannot be assumed516

to follow completely identical onset patterns. The generalizability of the quantitative517

relationships obtained is also limited by the small and non-balanced dataset. The results518

do, however, support the baseline assumption that glottal area and flow signals carry519

largely identical information about the amplitude features of onsets.520

6 Conclusions521

A multichannel dataset, comprising synchronized high-speed videoendoscopy images and522

electroglottography and free-field microphone signals, was used to investigate phonation523

onset in vowel production in healthy adults. Qualitative comparison of the glottal area524

extracted from the high-speed images, and the glottal flow estimated from the microphone525

signal using glottal inverse filtering, revealed that the two signals are particularly similar526

at the beginning of the onset. Trajectories of pulse-wise parameters reveal that there is a527

large variety of ways in which quasi-stable phonation can be reached.528

Quantitative comparisons were carried out between key parameters, point of inflection529

and POT, describing the amplitude envelopes of the glottal area and the corresponding530

parameters in the envelopes of the glottal flow and acoustic signal. Although, the quan-531

titative results have large margins of error, they do nevertheless show that amplitude532

information extracted from glottal area and flow can, as a first approximation, be treated533

interchangeably. However, while glottal flow obtained by GIF may yield a reasonable534

estimate for onset parameters of the glottal area, and vice versa, in healthy adults, this535

cannot be generalized to pathological voice where GIF methods often fail.536

The data also indicated that quantitative relationships between POT values and pulse-537

wise parameters of stabilized phonation may be achievable. Overall, the above results538

suggest that future research focusing on the shape of glottal area and flow pulses during539

and following phonation onsets may yield more information about phonation onsets as540

full interactive process from vocal fold vibrations to the produced voice signals.541
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